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ORDERS ON REAL ALGEBRAIC SETS AND ANALYTIC GERMS 

T. RECIO 

Dedicated to the memory of Gus Efroymson 

This abstract surveys some results about the structure of the order 
space Q for the function field F of rational (or meromorphic) functions 
over an irreducible algebraic set (or an analytic germ) X in Rn. These 
results are contained in several recent works of Alonso, Andradas, 
Gamboa, Ruiz and the author, developing some ideas of Professor D.W. 
Dubois, whose continuous encouragement and direction made possible 
this contribution. 

A basic idea, which appeared first in a paper of Dubois and Recio [4], 
is the study of the dense orbit property (DOP) for the order space Q of 
F; namely we say that F is DOP when for each oreF, the orbit of a 
under the action of the group Aut (F) of automorphisms of F, is dense in 
Q with respect to the Harrison topology. This property is just a weak 
statement of "homogeneity" for Q, i.e., the case when any two orders of 
Q are isomorphic. The DOP condition was soon observed to be strictly 
weaker than the homogeneity, as is clear in the following. 

PROPOSITION 1. [4]. Let K be a DOP field, totally dense. Then any 
finitely generated purely transcendental extension K(xir ..., xw) is also 
DOP. 

In [8] appears a detailed study of the converse to this proposition, 
which is related to the possibility of extending, in a unique way, automor
phisms of K(x) to R(x), where JR denotes-a real closure of K. For example, 
it is proved that every archimedean field with a unique ordering has this 
extension property. We have in this direction the following. 

PROPOSITION 2. [8]. Let K be a field with the extension property. Then 
i) If K has a unique ordering, then K is totally dense if and only if K(x) 

wDOP. 
ii) JfK{x) {where x is one transcendental oyer K)is DOP, then K is also 

DOP. 

As a by-product of our work on this topic we obtained irreducible poly
nomials positive over a field with a unique ordering which are not sums 
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of squares, completing in this way a well-known example of Dubois [3] 
concerning Hubert's 17th problem. More aspects and geometrical appli
cations of the DOP condition for purely transcendental extensions of real 
closed fields are developed in [4]. For the moment let us state here two 
results based on the techniques which originated there. 

PROPOSITION 3. [1] For each clopen H of F = R(xÌ9 . . . , x„), there exists 
a finite extension E ^ F, such that H = im(eE/F)> where SE/F IS tne restric
tion from QE to QF. 

This proposition, which is obtained with the help of Bertini's theorem, 
is related to some work of Motzkin [9] and to the paper of Elman, Lam, 
and Wadsworth [5] which turned out to be basic for the final formulation 
of the DOP condition. 

The geometrical techniques that are involved in the proof of the above 
proposition are interpreted algebraically by means of a bijection between 
the set of clopen sets of Q, (the order space of the function field of an 
arbitrary algebraic set or analytic germ X in Rn) and the set of semialge
braic subsets (or semianalytic germs) of X that are regularly closed in X*, 
the locus of maximum dimension of X9 namely 

p( Û H(f{, .. .,/D) = (J {f{>0, . . . , /<> 0}*. 
*=1 i=\ 

With this notation we may state our next proposition, which is due to 
Ruiz [10] in the analytic case. 

PROPOSITION 4. {General solution to Hilbert's 17th problem for algebraic 
sets or analytic germs). Let H be a clopen of Q and M a semianalytic germ 
or semialgebraic subset intersecting X*. Let P{M) be the set of elements 
of the ring A of analytic or polynomial functions on X, greater than or equal 
to zero over M. Then the following are equivalent: 

i) P(M) = f w n A, 
ii) M = p(H). 

This result introduces us into the study of the order space of the function 
fields of algebraic varieties or analytic germs in the general (i.e., not 
necessarily equal to Rw) case. When X is algebraic of arbitrary dimension 
we have only a few results. For example, its function field F can not be 
DOP if the group of automorphisms of F is finite [6]. Also we obtain a 
sufficient criterion for being DOP, stated in terms of a kind of normality 
for algebraic extensions of ordered fields, which applies to hypersurfaces 
in Rw+1 that are well spread over Rw[8]. Moreover, by suitably choosing a 
smooth and compact model X of F, we may assume that all the orders 
of QF are centered at regular points. When dim X = 1, i.e., for curves, 
we have the following. 
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PROPOSITION 5. ([6], [7]). Assume X in a smooth compact model of F. 
Then 

1) Given P e X, there exist exactly two orders centered at P, corres
ponding to each of the half branches ofXat P, c{: (0,1) -> X, aCi = {/e F\f 
defined and positive on c(t),for t > 0 and small}, i = 1, 2. 

2) If genus (X) ^ Ì, QF w homogeneous, and, a fortiori, it is DOP. 
3) If genus (X) â 2, ÛF w wo* DOP. 

For surfaces (dim X = 2) the situation gets more difficult. Using the 
analytic version of the positivestellensatz [10] and adapting the local 
parametrization theorem of analytic germs to their order spaces [10] we 
may reduce the study of orders on algebraic (or analytic germs of) surfaces 
to the formal regular case R[[X, Y]]. For this ring an explicit description 
of all its orders is obtained in [2]. As a consequence we may state 

PROPOSITION 6. [2] Let X be an algebraic (or an analytic germ of) surface. 
Then for each order a of its function field, there exists c:(0, 1) -> X analytic, 
such that a= {/e F\fis defined and positive on c(t),for all small positive t}. 

Thus we may say that, as in the case of curves, orders on a surface are 
always centered at half branches. For higher dimensions we conjecture 
this result to be also true, but for the moment we only have the following 
final proposition. 

PROPOSITION R. The set of orders centered at half branches is dense in 
QF. 
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